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FENCES, ROADING, RESERVES & DOGS COMMITTEE MEETING - 22 MAY 2018

Author:

Shainey James, Democratic Services Officer

Authorised by:

Tina Jakes, Head of Democracy, Governance and Venues

RECOMMENDATION(S)
That the minutes of the Fences, Roading, Reserves & Dogs Committee meeting held on Tuesday 22 May
2018 be confirmed as a true and correct record.

ATTACHMENTS
1.

Fences, Roading, Reserves & Dogs Committee Meeting Minutes - 22 May 2018 ⇨

Item 3.1
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TREE TOPPING REQUEST - LAKEFRONT AT FOUR MILE BAY

Author:

Nathan Mourie, Senior Reserves Planner

Authorised by:

Kevin Strongman, Head of Operations

PURPOSE
To decide on a request from residents at Summerset by the Lake Retirement Village asking for trees
inhibiting their views of the lake from the village to be topped.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Residents of Summerset by the Lake retirement village at 2 Wharewaka Rd have requested that trees
between their residence and the lake be topped to allow for a clearer view of the lake at Four Mile Bay. This
directly contradicts adopted Council policy and does not comply with the intent of the Reserves Act 1977.
The preferred option is that the request be declined.

RECOMMENDATION(S)
That the Fences, Roading, Reserves & Dogs Committee declines the request from Summerset by the
Lake retirement village to top or otherwise modify trees on Council administered reserve land at Four Mile
Bay Recreation Reserve, Taupō,
BACKGROUND
The proposal has not been presented previously.
Council received a letter from Leo Boyes of Summerset by the Lake Retirement Village at 2 Wharewaka Rd
dated 1 May 2018. This letter requests that Council tops the trees inhibiting the views of the village residents
of the lake at Four Mile Bay (attachment 1). The request was supported by 18 residents as well as the
Summerset sales manager and village manager in support of their residents.
The trees are on Council recreation reserve on the opposite side of the road to the village at the bottom of a
steep bank as pictured below. The image was taken from directly in front of the village where the bench
seats mentioned in the request are located.
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DISCUSSION
One of the primary considerations of this proposal is Council’s Tree & Vegetation Policy 2014. This policy
expressly prohibits the removal of healthy trees because they inhibit views. The residents have not asked for
the trees to be removed however, but have them topped; whereby a significant portion of the top of the tree
would be removed to lower the height of the tree. There is a strong possibility however that this would
eventually result in the death of the trees, and the consequent need for their removal given the amount of
tree which would need to be removed to establish a significant view of the lake.
The policy also details appropriate pruning techniques. It specifically states that topping of trees will not be
undertaken, unless in the opinion of an arborist there is no other appropriate pruning that can be undertaken
to overcome the weakness that earlier topping is likely to have created. Further, trees will be encouraged to
grow true to form and be maintained in keeping with established arboricultural standards. These particular
trees have not been topped before, and topping them would not allow the trees to grow true to form.
Topping has long been discredited as an appropriate tree maintenance technique except where applied to
suitable hedging species, or for trees which have been previously topped due to a decision made prior to
acceptance of best practice arboriculture. Where topping does not mortally injure a tree, that topping will
encourage fast growing, but weak growth from the topped limbs. This creates multiple issues, not least of
which is that the problem which was initially trying to be addressed is exacerbated even further in an short
amount of time by thicker, accelerated growth. This growth is weak and prone to damage and falling limbs.
The end result being a largely disfigured tree which will be prone to health problems, cause a danger to
nearby users and significantly reduce the lifespan, appearance and amenity quality of the affected tree.
The vast majority of the trees in question are native Beeches which appear to be in robust health, and
significantly improve the amenity and biodiversity values of the district and immediate area. Taupō is vastly
under-represented with quality native plantings and this stand of Beeches is one of the only stands of
relatively mature Beeches in the vicinity of the town.
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It is clear that over time the views of the lake from the village have become more focused on trees than the
lake. However, it is not Council’s responsibility to ensure perpetual views of the lake over Council
administered land. No other neighbour would be required to remove trees for the benefit of an adjoining
property. If trees did not exist in Council reserves it is unclear where any trees of significance would be
anywhere in the urban area.
A fundamental rule of trees is that they will follow their natural imperative and grow, and in most cases will
take decades to reach their ultimate form. Given their relatively slow rate of growth, some people may be
inclined to think that they will stay at a given height, not anticipating that the mature size of a tree will be
many times greater than the size at which it was planted. It is only to be expected that trees will grow, and
the mature size of the trees should be taken into account when making any decision on planting, or
developing next to, a tree. Trees on reserves are to be expected, and Council should not be expected to
remove or damage a tree merely because it happens to do what a tree does.
Being a Recreation Reserve under s17 of the Reserves Act 1977 (The Act), the primary function of a
recreation reserve is:
for the purpose of providing areas for the recreation and sporting activities and the physical welfare and
enjoyment of the public, and for the protection of the natural environment and beauty of the countryside, with
emphasis on the retention of open spaces and on outdoor recreational activities, including recreational tracks
in the countryside.
The Act also states that:
where … indigenous flora or fauna or wildlife are present on the reserve, those features or that flora or fauna
or wildlife shall be managed and protected to the extent compatible with the principal or primary purpose of
the reserve:
Topping native Beech trees would appear to contradict both of these provisions in The Act.
Based on this information it is considered that there is one option which complies with Council’s adopted
policy.
OPTIONS
Analysis of Options
Option 1. Decline the request
Item 4.1
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Disadvantages

Valuable trees are retained and will 
continue to enhance local amenity and
biodiversity.

Residents at Summerset by the Lake would
have a view of maturing beech trees
instead of a wide open view of the lake.

Analysis Conclusion:
Council should decline to modify or remove the trees. The costs both economic and social would be far
beyond the value of any short term goals which might be achieved.
CONSIDERATIONS
Financial Considerations
The financial impact of the proposal is estimated to be nil.
If the trees were to be topped, the costs would be many thousands of dollars. The height of the trees means
that it would almost certainly be beyond our current operational capabilities; requiring external contractors
with specialist equipment.
Long-term Plan/Annual Plan
The expenditure outlined is currently unbudgeted for.
Legal Considerations
Local Government Act 2002
The matter comes within scope of the Council’s lawful powers, including satisfying the purpose statement of
Section 10 of the Local Government Act 2002. The matter will enable the Council to meet the current and
future needs of communities for good quality local infrastructure. (i.e. efficient, effective and appropriate to
present and anticipated future circumstances).
The proposal has been evaluated with regards to a range of legislation. The key legislation applicable to the
proposal has been reviewed and the relevant matters for consideration have been explained in the
discussion section of this report.
Authorisations are not required from external parties.
Policy Implications
There are no known policy implications if the request is declined.
If the proposal were approved it would be significantly inconsistent with current Council policy. Section 80 of
the LGA requires that Council must then clearly identify the inconsistency, the reasons for the inconsistency
and any intention of the Council to amend the policy or plan to accommodate the decision.
Risks
There are no known risks if the request is declined.
SIGNIFICANCE OF THE DECISION OR PROPOSAL
Council’s Significance and Engagement policy identifies the following matters that are to be taken into
account when assessing the degree of significance of proposals and decisions:
a. The level of financial consequences of the proposal or decision;
b. Whether the proposal or decision will affect a large portion of the community or community of
interest;
c. The likely impact on present and future interests of the community, recognising Maori cultural values
and their relationship to land and water;
d. Whether the proposal affects the level of service of an activity identified in the Long Term Plan;
e. Whether community interest is high; and
f.

The capacity of Council to perform its role and the financial and other costs of doing so.

Item 4.1
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Officers have undertaken a rounded assessment of the matters in clause 11 of the Significance and
Engagement Policy (2016), and are of the opinion that the proposal under consideration is of low
importance.
ENGAGEMENT
Taking into consideration the above assessment, that the decision is of a low degree of significance, officers
are of the opinion that no further engagement is required prior to Council making a decision.
COMMUNICATION/MEDIA
No communication/media is required.
ATTACHMENTS
1.

Tree Topping Request Summerset Village ⇨
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LICENCE TO OCCUPY - PARASAIL ACTIVITY AT LAKEFRONT RESERVE

Author:

Nathan Mourie, Senior Reserves Planner

Authorised by:

Kevin Strongman, Head of Operations

PURPOSE
To consider renewing the licence to occupy (LTO) for the parasail activity on Council administered land at
Lakefront Reserve.
DISCUSSION
Big Sky Parasail operates the parasailing activity on Lake Taupō, with a marquee and sign on Lakefront
Reserve which operates as a customer interaction point as identified hatched red below.

Their previous licence to occupy expired on 30 April 2018 at the end of their current season.
The operators of the business have asked Council to consider a new LTO for another five year term; five
years being the maximum permitted term for licences on Lakefront Reserve under the Tapuaeharuru Bay
Lakeshore Reserves Management Plan.
The activity is seasonal, and takes place from 1 November to 30 April each year.
To the best of officer’s knowledge there have been no issues with the occupation during the previous licence
term. The LTO for Council administered land is entirely separate from any agreement which the operators
may have with the Tūwharetoa Māori Trust Board for operations on the lake.

Item 4.2
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The activity is a fairly unique opportunity, lending additional vibrancy to the lakefront along with the
opportunity for users to experience the lake and surrounding area from a new perspective. The activity
appears to be successful and well patronised.
Lakefront Reserve is a reserve under the Reserves Act 1977, and the activity aligns with the requirements
for leases and licences under the Act.
CONCLUSION
Given the contribution to the summer vibrancy of the district, successful operation, low impact on the reserve
and the absence of known issues with the operation, it is considered an appropriate activity for this location.

RECOMMENDATION(S)
That the Fences, Roading, Reserves & Dogs Committee approves a new five year licence to occupy for Big
Sky Parasail for land on Lakefront Reserve, Taupō as identified in this report.

ATTACHMENTS
Nil

Item 4.2
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GROUND LEASE EXTENSION REQUEST - TAUPO BOWLS AT TONGARIRO DOMAIN

Author:

Nathan Mourie, Senior Reserves Planner

Authorised by:

Kevin Strongman, Head of Operations

PURPOSE
To consider the request from Taupō Bowls Club Inc. for an extension to the current ground lease for land
that they currently occupy on Tongariro Domain, Taupō for an additional 12 years.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Taupō Bowls Club Inc. sent a letter to Council dated 4 April 2018 (attachment 1) requesting a twelve year
extension to their current ground lease for land (attachment 2) at Tongariro Domain. A report to this
committee for consideration of the request was deferred for a time as there were concurrent discussions
around a possible joint proposal from Taupō Bowls and Taupō RSA for use of the land. Subsequent
developments indicate that the future possibility of a combined club including these two parties is virtually nil.
The Bowls Club has been in steady and consistent decline in recent times; and the clubroom and greens
occupy what is possibly the most valuable land in the Taupō district, within the most used park in Taupō.
Tongariro Domain is currently the subject of a master planning process to determine the best future use and
development of the park.
There is also a Districtwide Sports & Recreation Facilities Strategy being prepared at this time as well.
The preferred option is to decline the current request with the intent of deferring a final decision until after the
Tongariro Domain master planning process has concluded, and the Sports & Recreation Facilities Strategy
has been adopted.

RECOMMENDATION(S)
That the Fences, Roading, Reserves & Dogs Committee declines the request from Taupō Bowls Club Inc. for
an extension to their current ground lease for land that they currently occupy at Tongariro Domain, Taupō.
BACKGROUND
The proposal has not been presented previously.
The Taupō Bowling Club has been on land at Tongariro Domain since 1952.






Taupō Bowling Club Incorporated has a current ground lease for part of Tongariro Domain which
commenced on 01 September 2009.
The initial lease was set to expire on 31 August 2015.
A Deed of Variation dated 6 December 2012 was executed granting Taupō Bowling Club two rights
of renewal of the existing lease of six years each.
This variation takes the final expiry date of the lease out to 31 August 2027.
Taupō Bowling Club have executed their first right of renewal.

The Tongariro Domain Reserve Management Plan 2005 (RMP) indicated that existing clubs and
organisations could receive new or extended terms until 2015. A subsequent Council resolution allowed for
Taupō Bowls to extend their occupation until 2027.
Policy D of the RMP states the following:

Item 4.3
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Currently underway is a process for establishing a master plan for the whole of Tongariro Domain. This
master plan will take an holistic approach to indicate preferred uses and developments for the use of the
Domain. Consequently the master plan should recommend, amongst other considerations, if the current
location of the bowls club is suitable within the overall aspirations, improvements and proposed development
of the Domain.
The Districtwide Sports & Recreation Facilities Strategy should also indicate what the best future for bowls in
Taupō may look like as part of its scope.
The portion of Tongariro Domain the bowling club occupies is identified as Recreation Reserve under the
Reserves Act 1977.
DISCUSSION
Given the master planning which is currently underway, and planned to be completed by the end of October
2018, it would be premature to make any decision on the long term future of the bowls club in this location at
this time. Council may wish to consider this request at a future date once the conceptual direction for the
future development of Tongariro Domain has been established. Following completion of the master plan it
should be clearer if Tongariro Domain is a suitable long term home for the bowls activity.
In addition, work is underway on a Sports & Recreation Facilities Strategy. It is intended that one of the
outcomes of the strategy will identify the current and likely future needs of sports and recreation activities,
and the most suitable locations for those activities. One of the activities identified for inclusion in the plan is
lawn bowls. A draft strategy is planned to be available for discussion late this year or early next year. This
will also influence any decision on the suitability, viability and necessity of a lawn bowls facility on Tongariro
Domain.
If we were to consider only the present circumstances of the Domain (without any potential development), a
lease extension would not comply with Policy D of the RMP under any of the five points within the clause.
The area the club currently occupies is one of the most desirable and valuable recreational and amenity
locations in Taupō. It is directly between our primary destination park with associated cultural facilities and
the lake. Currently, the space as configured disconnects the user experience of the park from Taupō’s most
valuable attraction, the lake. The question should be asked what the best use is of this space – a club
catering for a limited number of local residents which could be located on any flat, accessible location, or as
a developed park space accessible to all parks visitors taking advantage of connections to the cbd, public
facilities and the lake; keeping in mind that this particular experience is only available in this specific location.
The Bowls Club, primarily through philanthropic funding from external organisations, has indicated that they
have spent nearly $100,000 on clubroom improvements. Future planned improvements totalling $74,000
apparently require a security of tenure beyond the current nine years remaining on their lease from the
funding organisation. It is possible that the plans for this expenditure could be jeopardised without a longer
lease term and/or Council support for the activity on this site.
Recent discussions and a council workshop concerning the ongoing future of the club indicate that the future
of Taupō Bowls as a stand-alone entity may not be entirely viable; with recent discussions centered around a
partnership with the local RSA chapter.
In the recent past Taupō Bowls have asked Council for a number of funding requests, including $350,000 for
a replacement artificial green and replacement boundary fences. One of the original three greens
(immediately behind the museum) also fell into disuse and was returned to Council administration on an as is
basis (i.e. no remedial work was undertaken by the bowls club on the returned area to make it fit for purpose
for public use).
A report commissioned by Bowls NZ (Bowls 2020, Securing Our Future) indicated that to be sustainable a
club requires 187 members, and that the current model of significant reliance on charitable and gaming trusts
is unsustainable. The current membership of the bowls club is approximately 100 members.
Item 4.3
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The current total lease term is 18 years from the commencement of the current lease, including the
additional 12 years of renewal rights in the variation. An additional 12 years would mean a total lease term of
30 years, expiring in 2039. The maximum permitted lease term under the Reserves Act 1977 is 33 years.
As unfortunate as it may sound, it is unlikely that many of the current bowls members will still be playing
bowls in 2039. Without an identified pool of replacement members who can maintain or increase the
membership, it is likely that the club participation will continue to decline, and consequently, so will the club’s
long term viability under the current club model. Future partnerships to secure the club’s wellbeing would
also need to be carefully considered.
The proposal put forward by the RSA for example, that of a combined club running a hospitality centre with
pokies (regardless of the surrounding rhetoric of the presentation as a sports hub), would not be an
acceptable use of reserve land, either under the RMP or the Reserves Act.
Based on this information it is considered that there are three options:


Decline the request with the intent of confirming the existing expiry date



Decline the request with the intent of reviewing the lease extension request upon completion of the
Tongariro Domain planning process



Approve the request for a lease extension

OPTIONS
Analysis of Options
Option 1. Decline the lease extension request and confirm the current expiry date.
Advantages










Disadvantages

Clear and certain future for both parties. 
Upon expiry of the current term there would
be no more bowls activity on Tongariro
Domain.
Council would not be obliged to consider 
funding the significant expense of a green
renewal.
Tongariro Domain would likely be vastly 
improved without this club facility dividing
the public park space from the lake.
The master-planning and development
process would be simplified without having
to consider the possible incorporation of
the bowls facility.
A highly desirable, well located and
valuable reserve space would be made
available for public use, recreation and
amenity.

Bowls may disappear completely from
Taupō unless an alternative location is
found, as this is the only club in the
township.
Council may be expected to provide an
alternative site and contribute to the costs
of setting up a new facility.
The club would lose much of the charity
funding that they have expended on the
facility, and plan to expend on the facility.

Option 2. Decline the lease extension request and review the decision upon completion of the Tongariro
Domain masterplan and Sports & Recreation Facilities strategy.
Advantages


Disadvantages

Would allow a decision to be made with all 
of the salient facts and background
information around the site and activity
available for consideration.

Nil.

Option 3. Approve the lease extension request.
Advantages

Item 4.3
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Would seriously hinder the Tongariro
Domain master planning and Sports &
Recreation Facilities strategy processes.
Would commit a marginally viable activity
to a long term future in the most valuable
public land in Taupō.
Would restrict best practice development of
Tongariro Domain.

Analysis Conclusion:
Approving a lease extension at this time before having all of the appropriate information to hand would not
be a sensible course of action. It would be better to decline this request and reconsider it at a later date once
the information which is currently being gathered is available for consideration. It may be prudent as well to
ask the bowls club for further information on their future viability before making any long term commitment as
well. E.g. membership numbers, demographics and trends, financial information, future plans and
expectations etc.
CONSIDERATIONS
Financial Considerations
The financial impact of the proposal would align with the annual rental, which at this time is approximately
$1,450 per annum.
Legal Considerations
Local Government Act 2002
The matter comes within scope of the Council’s lawful powers, including satisfying the purpose statement of
Section 10 of the Local Government Act 2002. The matter will enable the Council to meet the current and
future needs of communities for good quality local public services. (i.e. efficient, effective and appropriate to
present and anticipated future circumstances).
The proposal has been evaluated with regards to a range of legislation. The key legislation applicable to the
proposal has been reviewed and the relevant matters are not in contradiction of these.
The following authorisations are required for the proposal:
☐ Resource Consent
☐ Liquor Licencing

☐ Building Consent

☐ Environmental Health

Licence to occupy

Authorisations are not required from external parties.
Policy Implications
There are no known policy implications. A lease extension would not comply with the Tongariro Domain
Reserve Management Plan.
Risks
There are risks associated with non-compliance with the RMP, as well as compromising the master planning
process and future development of Tongariro Domain.
SIGNIFICANCE OF THE DECISION OR PROPOSAL
Council’s Significance and Engagement policy identifies the following matters that are to be taken into
account when assessing the degree of significance of proposals and decisions:
a. The level of financial consequences of the proposal or decision;
b. Whether the proposal or decision will affect a large portion of the community or community of
interest;
c. The likely impact on present and future interests of the community, recognising Maori cultural values
and their relationship to land and water;

Item 4.3
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d. Whether the proposal affects the level of service of an activity identified in the Long Term Plan;
e. Whether community interest is high; and
f.

The capacity of Council to perform its role and the financial and other costs of doing so.

Officers have undertaken a rounded assessment of the matters in clause 11 of the Significance and
Engagement Policy (2016), and are of the opinion that the proposal under consideration is of low
importance.
ENGAGEMENT
Taking into consideration the above assessment, that the decision is of a low degree of significance, officers
are of the opinion that no further engagement is required prior to Council making a decision.
COMMUNICATION/MEDIA
No communication/media is required.
CONCLUSION
Approving a lease extension for Taupō Bowling Club at this time would unduly compromise the master
planning process and hinder future development of Tongariro Domain. Under current circumstances, Council
officers do not consider that Tongariro Domain is a suitable long term home for Taupō Bowls and the request
should be declined pending further information from the Tongariro Domain master planning process and the
District Sports & Recreation Facilities Strategy.
ATTACHMENTS
1.
2.

Lease extension request - Taupo Bowls ⇨
Current Lease Area - Taupo Bowls ⇨
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LICENCE TO OCCUPY - FENZ AT OMORI DEPOT

Author:

Nathan Mourie, Senior Reserves Planner

Authorised by:

Kevin Strongman, Head of Operations

PURPOSE
To consider a new licence to occupy for Fire and Emergency New Zealand (FENZ) for part of the council
owned depot building at 220 Omori Road, Omori.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Rural fire services occupy a portion of Taupō District Council’s Omori depot building. Until recently rural fire
services were part of Council’s operational activities. In 2017 new legislation combined all urban and rural
fire services into one organisation known as Fire & Emergency New Zealand. Rural Fire had an agreement
to occupy part of the depot building which recently expired on 30 June 2018.
As rural fire is now separate from Council, and a new agreement is required, a new and revised licence to
occupy (LTO) is necessary to continue accommodating the activity on Council administered land.
Representatives for FENZ have requested a new LTO for three years plus one three year right of renewal.

RECOMMENDATION(S)
That the Fences, Roading, Reserves & Dogs Committee recommends to Council that they approve a new
three year licence to occupy, with one three year right of renewal, for Fire & Emergency New Zealand for two
bays of the Council owned depot building at 220 Omori Rd, Omori as identified in this report.
BACKGROUND
The proposal has not been presented previously.
Up until recently, rural fire services were included within Council’s operations. On 1 July 2017, FENZ was
officially established and rural fire services were absorbed into the former NZ Fire Service operations.
Consequently fire services are no longer included as part of Council’s operational remit.
When rural fire was part of Council’s operations, they occupied part of Council’s Omori depot, at no cost to
rural fire. The initial agreement was for two bays, but they have spread to occupy a third bay as time has
passed.
Now that the rural fire operations are part of an organisation separate to Council, and the current agreement
has expired, continued occupation of the depot space requires FENZ to have a new licence to occupy.
The land upon which the depot sits appears to be ordinary fee simple land, and is not part of the adjacent
reserve. The location and portion of the building proposed for a licence to occupy is identified in green below.
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DISCUSSION
Rural fire is an important activity which contributes to the safety of our district’s communities. It is appropriate
that Council supports this activity, particularly in a relatively isolated community such as Omori-Kuratau.
However, since the rural fire activity is no longer part of Taupō District Council’s operations, and is under the
umbrella of a separate entity; it is considered appropriate that FENZ contribute a licence fee proportional to
the costs of running the depot building.
The depot building also houses Council’s parks operational staff and machinery as well as Civil Defence
equipment. These existing Council groups and FENZ have agreed in principle (subject to Council approval)
that it is acceptable for two bays of the depot to be occupied by rural fire, with the balance of the building
being used for Council activities.
Costs associated with the depot amount to approximately $31,000. This includes building maintenance,
insurance, rates, building depreciation and electricity.

Item 4.4
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The electricity bill however is around $21,000. Officers assume that this includes power for the adjacent
pump station, as this is not an amount which would typically be consumed in a building of this size used
primarily for storage and as a staff room.
Reckoning a reasonable electricity consumption for the building we estimate that it costs around $15,000 per
year to own and administer this building. It is considered that a one third contribution to these costs by FENZ
would be an acceptable licence rental amount. Therefore it is recommended that the licence fee is $5,000
plus GST per annum.
Based on this information it is considered that there are two options.
OPTIONS
Analysis of Options
Option 1. Offer a new LTO to FENZ
Advantages


Disadvantages

Continued rural fire safety resources are 
assured for the Omori-Kuratau area.

Nil.

Option 2. Decline to offer a new LTO to FENZ
Advantages


Disadvantages

Depot building space is available for any 
potential new Council use.


Potential community resentment towards
Council not supporting local fire safety
services.
FENZ would need to locate and secure
new accommodation for the activity.

Analysis Conclusion:
The preferred option is to offer FENZ a new LTO.
CONSIDERATIONS
Financial Considerations
The financial impact of the proposal is estimated to be $5,000 pa licence fee income.
Legal Considerations
Local Government Act 2002
The matter comes within scope of the Council’s lawful powers, including satisfying the purpose statement of
Section 10 of the Local Government Act 2002. The matter will enable the Council to meet the current and
future needs of communities for good quality local public services. (i.e. efficient, effective and appropriate to
present and anticipated future circumstances).
The proposal has been evaluated with regards to a range of legislation. The key legislation applicable to the
proposal has been reviewed and the matter is not in contradiction of them:
The following authorisations are required for the proposal:
☐ Resource Consent

☐ Building Consent

☐ Liquor Licencing

 Licence to occupy

☐ Environmental Health

Authorisations are not required from external parties.
Policy Implications
There are no known policy implications.
Risks
There are no known risks.
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SIGNIFICANCE OF THE DECISION OR PROPOSAL
Council’s Significance and Engagement policy identifies the following matters that are to be taken into
account when assessing the degree of significance of proposals and decisions:
a. The level of financial consequences of the proposal or decision;
b. Whether the proposal or decision will affect a large portion of the community or community of
interest;
c. The likely impact on present and future interests of the community, recognising Maori cultural values
and their relationship to land and water;
d. Whether the proposal affects the level of service of an activity identified in the Long Term Plan;
e. Whether community interest is high; and
f.

The capacity of Council to perform its role and the financial and other costs of doing so.

Officers have undertaken a rounded assessment of the matters in clause 11 of the Significance and
Engagement Policy (2016), and are of the opinion that the proposal under consideration is of low
importance.
ENGAGEMENT
Taking into consideration the above assessment, that the decision is of a low degree of significance, officers
are of the opinion that no further engagement is required prior to Council making a decision.
COMMUNICATION/MEDIA
No communication/media is required.
CONCLUSION
Fire safety is an important activity within the district. Council should support the activity provided it has the
reasonable ability to do so. It is only fair however that FENZ contribute an equitable amount towards the
running costs of any Council facility that they occupy. It is recommended that Council offer an LTO to FENZ
for a portion of the Omori Depot for a fair and reasonable licence fee,
ATTACHMENTS
Nil
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LICENCE TO OCCUPY - WINNING SOULS TO JESUS AT NORTHCROFT DOMAIN

Author:

Nathan Mourie, Senior Reserves Planner

Authorised by:

Kevin Strongman, Head of Operations

PURPOSE
To consider a request for a licence to occupy (LTO) for the Winning Souls to Jesus Ministry (New Methodist
Christian Fellowship - Evangelistic Program) on Northcroft Domain, Taupō.
DISCUSSION
Council was approached for use of a public area to carry out an evangelistic programme on Northcroft
Domain. Northcroft Domain is a reserve under the Reserves Act 1977.
The eastern end of the domain is currently used by the segway operation and plans are in place to move the
Taupō Market to this site as well. The western end is only used for 6 weeks over the summer for a small
amusement park activity which has an LTO for the space at this time. This area could be a suitable space for
the activity outside of the times it is being used by the other activity. The area is identified hatched red below.
It is envisaged that the activity could take place on any part of the Domain, not necessarily a specified
location within it.

The proposed activity would take place fortnightly, and involve Preaching, Action Songs, Testimonies, Giving
out tracts, Free DVD’s and free food and drink sometimes.
An LTO is the preferred option rather than an event booking. A one-day casual booking for the space
through our events team would cost $300 each time. Council can consider a significantly lower rate for an
LTO, particularly for a regular, but infrequent, activity such as the one proposed.
The proposed activity if approved, is proposed to be allowed anywhere within the area identified hatched red
above. While the activity is only likely to take up a small portion of the space, they would be allowed to
operate anywhere within the given area. The current community rates for licences and leases on a reserve in
Taupō is $2.34 per m 2 per annum. If we assume an area of approximately 20m 2 the rental would be
approximately $47p.a. or $23.50 for six months. Other commercial licences in the vicinity have considerably
higher rental amounts (e.g. segway, mini-golf etc.). A likely suitable rental will probably fall somewhere
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between a community and commercial rate, depending on how much of a community activity the committee
determines evangelism to be.
Council as the representative of a diverse resident base, may wish to consider if it is appropriate to be seen
to promote an evangelistic activity on publicly owned land; that being: A person who seeks to convert others
to the Christian faith, especially by public preaching (Oxford Dictionary). Council should consider the possible
effects that such an activity may have on other users of the public space given the potentially wide range of
reactions to such an activity. Council may also wish to consider the potential effects (if any) on existing
neighbours such as the mini-golf and accommodation providers. At this time those neighbours have not been
consulted on their opinions of the activity.
The activity may lend some additional vibrancy to an otherwise underutilised location.
The reserve is covered by the Tapuaeharuru Bay Lakeshore Reserves Management Plan. This plan
generally prohibits new leases and licences on the reserves; but a revision to the original plan does allow for
short term occupations of up to six months duration.
There is an existing occupation licence for the identified area for the purposes of amusement devices from
15 December to 29 January each year until January 2024. A five month licence from 07 July would expire on
07 December, which should not interfere with the existing licence holders operations.
It is debatable if the activity strictly falls within the requirements of the Reserves Act for licencing of a reserve
space. Section 54(d) of the Act states that:
The administering body may…grant leases or licences for the carrying on of any trade, business, or
occupation on any specified site within the reserve…provided that the trade, business, or occupation must be
necessary to enable the public to obtain the benefit and enjoyment of the reserve or for the convenience of
persons using the reserve.
CONCLUSION
The proposed use of the reserve is a debatable activity under the Act and Council should consider if it
believes it is appropriate it is for this activity to be carried out on a public space.

RECOMMENDATION(S)
That the Fences, Roading, Reserves & Dogs Committee approves a five month licence to occupy for the
period 07 July 2018 to 07 December 2018, to the Winning Souls to Jesus Ministry (New Methodist Christian
Fellowship - Evangelistic Program) for Council administered land at Northcroft Domain as identified in this
report for the purposes of evangelical activities.
Or
That the Fences, Roading, Reserves & Dogs Committee declines to offer a licence to occupy to the Winning
Souls to Jesus Ministry (New Methodist Christian Fellowship - Evangelistic Program) for Council
administered land at Northcroft Domain as identified in this report for the purposes of evangelical activities.
ATTACHMENTS
Nil
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LAKE TERRACE PARKING RESTRICTION

Author:

Woinshet Hailesilassie, Engineering Officer - Transportation Strategy

Authorised by:

Kevin Strongman, Head of Operations

PURPOSE
This report is to provide an update to the Fences, Roading, Reserves & Dogs Committee the consultation
feedback of lake Terrace trial Parking restriction.
DISCUSSION
After members of the public raised their concerns that the heavy vehicles parking along Lake Terrace mainly
vehicles obstructing the view of the lake those staying in the accommodation providers opposite and the
noise when the heavy vehicles start up in the early hours of the morning, Fences, Roading, Reserves &
Dogs Committee made a resolution on 5 December 2017 to install a trial parking restriction signs for three
months, then to re-engage the affected parties and get their views on the restricted parking.
Based on this decision recently council conducted further consultation with the affected residents and motel
owners. The consultation was carried out in the form of questionnaires/survey; mainly addressed to motel
and apartment owners.
As per the summary of the outcome of the consultation 10 property owners agreed with council’s proposal of
the parking restriction and 7 property owners disagreed with this proposal most of the disagreed parties are
motel owners. We are still following up with Suncourt motel and Swiss as we have yet to have a response
from them.
The summary of the survey response attached to this report.
The comments of the objections include; the decision to restrict parking for trucks has been detrimental to
their business and have lost business. Parking needs to be provided in the vicinity as their business relies
on from the truck drivers staying in the motel.
The comments of the agreed ones include; property owners pay high rates for the privilege of the Lake
views. These are constantly blocked by the trucks and then owners/ guests are also awaken by the trucks
starting up early morning.
The property owners advised us that despite the parking restrictions, trucks are continuing to park and leave
the trucks unattended for longer than 3 hours and sent some photos. They are complaining that there is a
lack of enforcement of these restrictions.
As the timing of the restriction is after hours the compliance team have difficulty to enforce this, the
compliance team advised that the only way to enforce this is by marking the tyres with chalk and waiting for
three hours then proceed to check the vehicles that are left with chalk marks.
CONCLUSION
Based on the feedback above the majority of motel owners would like to see the parking restriction extended
along Lake Terrace, while some motel owners would like to have spaces available.

RECOMMENDATION(S)
Based on the feedback received from this survey, council has developed a plan (attachment - Proposed
Lake Tce Parking restriction - Drawing 001) by extending the parking restriction further to the Pataka Road
intersection and removing 4 x parking spaces restriction opposite to the Twin Peaks. In addition, we are
proposing to restrict parking spaces at Titiraupenga Street intersection (as per attachment Proposed Lake
Tce Parking restriction - Drawing 002).
Further consultation will take place with the affected residents and motel owners.
ATTACHMENTS
1.
2.
3.

Consultation map 01 ⇨
Consultation map 02 ⇨
Lake Terrace Truck Parking restriction consultation Responses Summary ⇨
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Proposed Lake Tce Parking restriction - Drawing 001 ⇨
Proposed Lake Tce Parking restriction - Drawing 002 ⇨
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TAUPO DISTRICT COUNCIL TRAFFIC CONTROL DEVICE UPDATES

Author:

Vincent Wang, Engineering Officer

Authorised by:

Kevin Strongman, Head of Operations

PURPOSE
To update the Taupō District Council traffic controls or prohibitions on roads or public spaces, in accordance
with the Taupō District Council Traffic Bylaw 2014.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Taupō District Council Traffic controls may be updated from time to time with new controls or
prohibitions.

RECOMMENDATION(S)
That, pursuant to the Taupō District Council Traffic Bylaw, Council imposes the following traffic controls
and/or prohibitions on roads and/or public spaces in the Taupō District:
Sign/Marking

Why

Where

34 metres No Stopping At All
Time marking

To provide Clearance area in
front of Ambulance services

Southern kerbline of Commerce
Street
Mangakino
outside
Number 25

Two (2) No Exit sign and Two (2)
No Entry sign

To provide one way traffic flow for
Praters Shopping Centre parking
area

Outside number 59-63 Rifle
Range Road Taupō

29 metres No Stopping At All
Time marking

To provide sufficient visibility in
front of Adelphi Motel and
intersection of Kaimanawa Street
and Heuheu Street

Eastern kerbline of Kaimanawa
Street outside number 39

Up to Eight (8) No Bike signs

Road user restrictions for No
Cycling in Turangi town mall

Locations need to be confirmed
at entrances of Turangi Shopping
Mall as per attached draft plan.

BACKGROUND
Council must make a resolution whenever a sign or marking on the road is recommended or recommended
to be changed, and as a consequence controls or prohibits the use of a road or public space.
The Taupō District Council Traffic Control Device Register (the Register) sets out all the signs and markings
which control and prohibit the use of a road or public space in the Taupō District.
OPTIONS
The two options before Council are:
1) Accept the recommendation to amend and update the controls or;
2) Not accept the recommendation to amend and update the controls.
It is recommended that Council accepts the recommendation to update and amend the controls.
CONSIDERATIONS
The controls require updating to incorporate the following new signs and markings:
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Sign/Marking

Why

Where

34 metres No Stopping At All
Time marking

To provide Clearance area in
front of Ambulance services

Southern kerbline of Commerce
Street
Mangakino
outside
Number 25

Two (2) No Exit sign and Two (2)
No Entry sign

To provide one way traffic flow for
Praters Shopping Centre parking
area

Outside number 59-63 Rifle
Range Road Taupō

29 metres No Stopping At All
Time marking

To provide sufficient visibility in
front of Adelphi Motel and
intersection of Kaimanawa Street
and Heuheu Street

Eastern kerbline of Kaimanawa
Street outside number 39

Up to Eight (8) No Bike signs

Road user restrictions for No
Cycling in Turangi town mall

Locations need to be confirmed
at entrances of Turangi Shopping
Mall as per attached draft plan.

1. In May 2018 council received a request from the St John Ambulance staff for the 'NP' symbol and yellow
lines to be repainted on the road in front of the ambulance bay doors on Commerce Street Mangakino.
Both transportation and compliance teams have investigated the customer’s request and though normally
we don’t install no stopping yellow lines in front of the property entranceways, given the function of the
property (emergency service), installing yellow line in front of its property would assist to keep clearance in
this area. The St John Ambulance in Taupō also has no stopping yellow line across its accessway at Paora
Hapi Street as an evidence to support this request.

2. In May 2018, the transportation team resealed the top surface of the car parking area outside Praters
Shopping Centre on Rifle Range Road. The shop owners have requested that the existing two way traffic
flow be changed to one way for the parking area since the current configuration leads to many reversing
accidents.
A sign and marking layout has been developed and consulted with landlords, shop keepers and adjacent
property owners.

3. In May 2018, Adelphi Motel requested council put road markings outside their property due to near misses
crashes caused by parking and motel’s customer and service vehicles use in the vicinity near Kaimanawa
Street and Heuheu Street intersection.
After investigation by the compliance and transportation teams plus discussion with the manager of Adelphi
Motel, it is recommended that no stopping yellow line be installed outside Adelphi Motel in order to provide
sufficient visibility for vehicles enter and exit their property, and stopping vehicles parking near Kaimanawa
Street and Heuheu Street intersection. Since accessway of Adelphi Motel is very close to this intersection, it
is also a very busy intersection adjacent to Taupō Medical Centre and Waiariki Institute of Technology.
4. At the May Turangi Tongariro community board, members requested to investigate the ‘No Bikes
permitted/allowed’ signage for the Turangi town mall. Preferred locations of this signage have been
identified at walkway of Turangi town mall.
Financial Considerations
The financial impact of maintenance to the Register does not change and is met within current budgets.
Legal Considerations
Local Government Act 2002
The matter comes within scope of the Council’s lawful powers, including satisfying the purpose statement of
Section 10 of the Local Government Act 2002.
The proposal has been evaluated with regard to the Traffic Bylaw 2014, the Land Transport Act 1998 and
the associated Rules. Prescribed signs need to be installed in order to be enforceable by our compliance
officers.
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Policy Implications
There are no policy implications associated with this report.
Risks
There are no risks associated with this report except not having prescribed signs installed.
SIGNIFICANCE OF THE DECISION OR PROPOSAL
Council’s Significance and Engagement policy identifies the following matters that are to be taken into
account when assessing the degree of significance of proposals and decisions:
a. The level of financial consequences of the proposal or decision;
b. Whether the proposal or decision will affect a large portion of the community or community of
interest;
c. The likely impact on present and future interests of the community, recognising Maori cultural values
and their relationship to land and water;
d. Whether the proposal affects the level of service of an activity identified in the Long Term Plan;
e. Whether community interest is high; and
f.

The capacity of Council to perform its role and the financial and other costs of doing so.

Officers have undertaken a rounded assessment of the matters in clause 11 of the Significance and
Engagement Policy (2016), and are of the opinion that the proposal under consideration is of low
importance.
ENGAGEMENT
Taking into consideration the above assessment, that the decision is of a low degree of significance, officers
are of the opinion that no further engagement is required prior to Council making a decision. The
transportation team have consulted with key stakeholders including compliance team and received feedback
as follows:
1. St John Ambulance and compliance team are in support of this proposal.
2. Landlords, shopkeepers and two residents who’s driveways are adjacent to the Praters parking area
have been consulted . All the parties are in support of this proposal.
3. Adelphi Motel and compliance team are in support of this proposal.
4. Turangi Tongariro community board has raised this issue and is in support of this proposal.
COMMUNICATION/MEDIA
A communication plan will be developed to provide appropriate public notification prior to installation of the
“No Bike” signs in Turangi.
CONCLUSION
It is recommended that Council imposes the traffic controls and prohibitions detailed in the report. Staff will
then update the Traffic Control Device Register in accordance with the resolution.
ATTACHMENTS
1.
2.
3.
4.

No Stopping Yellow Line outside St John Ambulance at Commerce Street Mangakino ⇨
Proposed Marking and Signs for Praters Shopping Centre car park at Rifle Range Road ⇨
Proposed No Stopping Yellow Line Outside Adelphi Motel at Kaimanawa Street ⇨
Proposed No Bike Signs at Turangi Town Centre ⇨
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LICENCE TO OCCUPY - TAUPO KIDS COMMUNITY BIKE TRACK, WAIKATO STREET

Author:

Vincent Wang, Engineering Officer

Authorised by:

Kevin Strongman, Head of Operations

PURPOSE
The purpose of this report is to enable the Committee to make a decision on the application for a licence to
occupy council road reserve by 20 Waikato Street, Taupō for the purposes of Taupō Kids Community
operating a bike track facility.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Taupō Kids Community Chairperson has sent a proposal to Council in order get approval for a licence to
occupy for part of the road reserve adjacent to 20 Waikato Street for the purpose of building a bike track

RECOMMENDATION(S)
That the Fences, Roading, Reserves & Dogs Committee agrees to grant the Taupō Community Child Care
Trust a licence to occupy for that part of Waikato Street road reserve shown in Attachment 2, for the
establishment and ongoing maintenance of a bike track facility and car parking areas, for a term of three
years at a licence fee of $1 per annum.

BACKGROUND
In May 2018, Chairman of Taupō Community Child Care Trust (TCCCT) sent Taupō District Council a letter
requesting confirmation of a location for the purpose of building a bike track and investigation of the
feasibility of installing two parking areas around their building.
Taupō Community Child Care offers kids bike riding opportunities around an area inside their fenced centre
(Number 20 Waikato Street) as part of their activities. This assists kids confidence as they grow, learn skills
and socialise with each other.
With support from Cath Oldfield from Bike Taupō, their students are also learning an important skill base
prior to them beginning primary school. Now Taupō Kids Community is looking at a bigger space to
implement early kids cycling skills education.
DISCUSSION
The proposal has not been presented previously.
The proposed land to occupy by Taupō Community Child Care (TCCCT) is located at the road reserve by
number 20 Waikato Street, which is close to Countdown and a group of shops at Nukuhau Street. The
whole construction cost for fence around the area as well as the materials of the bike track would be funded
by TCCCT. The two accesses to this area would be via a gate from TCCCT play area and a gate at the
proposed bike track facility adjacent to Waikato Street. Toilets would be available at TCCCT students centre
building.
Transportation team has undertaken a few site visits and assessment after receiving TCCCT’s request. The
major issue is that this area is used as a long term parking place especially parked by campervans and long
vehicles due to overflow of car parks generated by countdown and nearby business.
This area is also a designated location for Tongariro Street – Wairakei Drive second bridge project in council
long term plan, which means the proposed bike tracks and fences could be demolished in the future once it
has been decided to be the preferred route of second bridge project.
In terms of the proposed two parking areas raised by TCCCT, there needs to be some further investigation
before making any decisions. Proposed parking area 1 would be a similar reason as bike track facility since it
is the designated route of second bridge project.
As per proposed parking area 2, it would be very expensive to implement construction of parking area since
it is required to supply cesspit for treatment of water generated by proposed parking area that discharged to
existing stormwater network, the nearest connection is more than 25 metres away. The proposed structure
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would also be above an existing wastewater pipe as well, therefore a further engineering assessment to work
out its appropriate treatment are necessary as well.
All the above issues have been explained to TCCCT. A draft drawing has been attached to this report.
OPTIONS
Analysis of Options
Option 1. Approve the proposal of licence to occupy to operate a bike track facility.
Advantages

Disadvantages





Promotion of cycling skills education for
kids in Taupō District that aligned with
council walking and cycling strategy

Could be demolished in the future as this
area is part of second bridge designated
route.

Option 2. Decline this proposal
Advantages

Disadvantages


Negative impact to early education sector
in Taupō District

Analysis Conclusion:
The proposed bike track would create a vitality place for early kids cycling skills education in Taupō District.
Therefore, option 1 is the preferred option.
CONSIDERATIONS
Financial Considerations
An annual licence to occupy fee of $1 is proposed.
Legal Considerations
Local Government Act 2002
The matter comes within scope of the Council’s lawful powers, including satisfying the purpose statement of
Section 10 of the Local Government Act 2002. The matter will enable the Council to meet the current and
future needs of communities for good quality local public services. (i.e. efficient, effective and appropriate to
present and anticipated future circumstances).
The Local Government Act 1974 gives Council the statutory power to grant a lease of the airspace or subsoil
above or below the road but there is no such power to grant a lease in respect of the surface of any
road. Council may however permit any person by way of a licence to occupy to use, for a temporary period,
any part of the surface or the airspace above the surface of any road.
The licensing can be achieved if it does not give exclusive rights of possession and the public’s rights of
passage along the road are not unreasonably interfered with. The proposed licence does not prevent the
public from passing along the road reserve. The licence will also provide that use of the land is non-exclusive
meaning that the Council may grant rights to other persons to carry out activities on the land. Further, Taupō
Kids Community will be providing access to other child care facilities to the bike track through the front gate.
In keeping with the temporary nature of the licence, the proposed licence would be subject to a standard six
month termination clause in the event that Council requires (in its absolute discretion) use of the Licensed
Area for roading purposes.
Policy Implications
There are no known policy implications.
Risks
There are no known risks.
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SIGNIFICANCE OF THE DECISION OR PROPOSAL
Council’s Significance and Engagement policy identifies the following matters that are to be taken into
account when assessing the degree of significance of proposals and decisions:
a. The level of financial consequences of the proposal or decision;
b. Whether the proposal or decision will affect a large portion of the community or community of
interest;
c. The likely impact on present and future interests of the community, recognising Maori cultural values
and their relationship to land and water;
d. Whether the proposal affects the level of service of an activity identified in the Long Term Plan;
e. Whether community interest is high; and
f.

The capacity of Council to perform its role and the financial and other costs of doing so.

Officers have undertaken a rounded assessment of the matters in clause 11 of the Significance and
Engagement Policy (2016), and are of the opinion that the proposal under consideration is of low
importance.
ENGAGEMENT
Taking into consideration the above assessment, that the decision is of a low degree of significance, officers
are of the opinion that no further engagement is required prior to Council making a decision.
This proposal has been supported by Bike Taupō and Taupō Community Child Care. The nearby businesses
and shops have not been consulted at the time of writing this report.
COMMUNICATION/MEDIA
No communication/media is required.
CONCLUSION
As per the information provided it is recommended that the committee approves option 1.
ATTACHMENTS
1.
2.

Letter from Taupo Kids Community for occupying the proposed land ⇨
Proposed Bike Track and Parking Area at Waikato Street ⇨
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